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REASONS

WHY QUALITY-LEADING
HOSPITALS OUTSOURCE
DATA ABSTRACTION

At American Data Network, we talk to Quality Directors every day. We know the sound of the voice of a relieved
QD who’s taken that leap and made the decision to outsource some or all of their Core Measures and Registry
abstraction. The problems they had before turning to outsourcing are behind them, and here’s why:

1

THEY’RE SAVING TIME

2

THEY’RE SAVING MONEY

3

THEY’RE USING THEIR DATA

Outsourcing Core Measures and registry data abstraction is a cost-efficient way of expanding
your team of experts. The salaries and benefits afforded outsourced abstractors become the
responsibility of the company you’re partnering with. You also won’t have to worry about the
costs associated with turnover when an abstractor leaves your department. The savings you
can generate through the elimination of hiring, training, and the lags in productivity that come
with onboarding new staff make outsourcing undeniably practical.

Accurate chart abstraction is tedious and eats up valuable time. In addition to completing
lengthy forms and performing follow-up, outsourced abstractors can take on the task of
scouring over specification manuals to keep your team up-to-date on ever-changing reporting
requirements. And think about it, when you’re down a team member, what happens? You
scramble. You stress. You may even have to step in and start abstracting those charts
yourself. Is that the best use of your time? When you have ongoing professional help, you’re
in a completely different position. You have back-up! You can essentially “turnover proof” your
department. The company you’re partnering will have a team of abstraction specialists, with
expertise in a long line of measures and registries, who can step in when needed, and you’ll
be free to manage the department in a manner that maximizes your team’s output.

So many Quality departments get bogged down in the data collection process. But the fact
is, you can report numbers all day, every day, but if you can’t find the time to actually look
at and analyze that data, critical learning opportunities slip by. With the support of an adept
abstraction service, your team can reclaim hours spent on chart abstraction and focus on
analysis. Together, you can turn those numbers into words -- into data-driven improvement
strategies.

Data abstraction outsourcing allows Quality Directors to realign their department’s resources –
financial and human. In doing so, they can increase exponentially what they are able to achieve and
rest easier in the process.
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To learn more or get pricing, let us know

CONTACT US

